Aims:
Article 1- The aim of this directive is to regulate the process of getting scholarship and to identify the various scholarship opportunities that are provided to the enrolled students of IKU.

Scholarship Descriptions
The following types of scholarships in IKU are available.

Article 2 –
A- The scholarships that only cover tuition fees and students that are placed on scholarship programs by ÖSYM benefit from (entrance scholarships);
B- The scholarships based on IKU programs and success to entry the programs (entrance scholarships);
C- The scholarships given according to year-end achievement of the students that study in IKU programs and departments (Success Scholarships);
D- According to the assessments made by the Scholarship Review Board, the scholarships given to the students that have limited opportunities (Necessity Scholarships)
E- The scholarships given by KEV Board of Directors’ or Trustees Decision (Discounts)

Scholarship Review Committee
Article 3- Scholarship Assessment Committee consists of General Secretary, President of Student Affairs, Health and Sports Minister and a faculty member elected by the University’s Board of Directors under the chairmanship of the Rector Vice. Scholarship is convened by the president of Review Board. He takes a decision about matters referred in this directive with the wishes of the university on scholarships. Submits its decisions to the approval of the Rector. At the beginning of each academic year, Entrance Scholarships, Success Scholarships and Necessity Scholarships' opinions and recommendations are prepared.

Principles of granting of scholarships:
Article 4 - Program Scholarship, University Entrance or scholarship programs specified in the instructions provided scholarships to students who are placed into sections and covers the tuition fees only. Scholarships will be passed in gratuitous preparatory classes and includes a one-year period.
Article 5 - The students, who are among the first 3000 students in their own department (except foreign language) according to 2009 OSS results and have right to enrol at one of the undergraduate programs in IKU, are not charged for annual tuition fee. As long as the student is successful, the scholarship continues. The monthly amount is determined by the Board of Trustees. This scholarship is gratuitous and includes the preparation class and it is given during the successful academic years where the student is placed. In an academic year, 9 monthly payments are made.
Article 6 -
Merit Scholarships, each section of the students academic year reached the end of their achievements based on (eg 1, 2 and 3rd of the department sorting through) or other criteria the success achieved or an HR student of the national or international academic, cultural and sporting events in the competition the success achieved considering is received scholarships provided by. This scholarship will be in the form of a deduction from tuition fees, such as monthly payments, food, books, etc. way. are given as to meet a portion of the expenses. What amount would be from around here and about which proposal, is prepared by the Scholarship Review Board. These scholarships are given during 10-month academic year. Scholarship service obligations as defined in Article II of the students are provided. A new assessment is made at the beginning of each academic year.
Article 7 - These are the scholarships for the students who have limited means and they are determined by IKU Scholarship Assessment Committee in accordance with some specific criterias. In the first month of each academic year, the students that inform about their needs are evaluated by Scholarship Review Board. The conditions of reference and evaluation are proclaimed and determined by this committee. The board regulates the evaluation results in order of priority and offers to Rector. Needs in exchange for scholarships, students are held accountable for the service specified in Article II. Necessity Scholarships are given for 10 months in an academic year.
Article 8 - From the students that are from Trustees and KEV Board of Directors of IKU, if successful students apply to the university and their applications are accepted (depending on their success rates on the term) and a scholarship is given to these students in a way and amount to be appreciated by the Board of Trustees on condition these students work specific areas which are presented them in the campus. Scholarship applications are evaluated by the Scholarship and Discount Commission and the final decision shall be taken by the Board of Trustees. The discount is valid for the current academic year. The students that benefit from discount scholarship are responsible for the service specified in Article II.
Article 9 - Summer school students who want to take advantage of the summer school fees determined in accordance with regulations, no matter what kind of scholarships are obliged to pay. The delegation’s decision making power on financial matters is reserved.

Interruption of Scholarships
Article 10- Unrequited given scholarships can be interrupted due to academic failure, lack of discipline or changing program. A recommendation about interrupting a scholarship is prepared by Scholarship Evaluation Committee.
Holding Responsibility

Article 11
Success, Necessity and Discount Scholarships are given to the students that have duties and responsibilities in offices, laboratories, libraries, practical training, cultural and sport events, social activities and security of the University.
This obligation may be at most 12 hours a week for at least 4 covers the process and scholarships. Scholarship for a student where, how and when would be assigned Scholarship Review Board determines the principles and form of the monthly charts to the Dean, Vocational School and relevant offers to President to inform the Presidency Units.
The student's scholarship is interrupted if he does not fulfill the obligation. The scholarship interruption procedure is made by granting the scholarship.

Article 12
The above mentioned scholarships and discounts can be removed, modified and repealed, apart from these, new scholarships and supports also can be implemented by the Board of Trustees of IKU and the decision making power is reserved.

Article 13
This directive becomes valid by the approval of the Board of Trustees of IKU.

Article 14
This directive is executed by the Rector of IKU.